The BOOSTEE-CE project, born to develop and offer advanced ICT solutions, best practices and financial roadmaps in the field of energy efficiency, is heading towards the end of its activities and life-time. The three years of joint transnational collaboration will finish on 31 May 2020. This last newsletter issue summarises and present the achievements and lesson learnt of the Interreg-CE funded project.

Please enjoy the reading and, still, stay safe in this difficult period!

OUR LATEST NEWS

- Report about local training seminars
- Introducing our work packages
- Results of our Pilot Actions
- What we learned during the three years

See what’s new on the website

LOCAL TRAINING SEMINARS

BOOSTEE-CE successfully organized two transnational thematic workshops on energy efficiency in public buildings during 2019. Now the aim is to transfer the knowledge to local stakeholders in the 7 countries of the consortium. Therefore, all partners organized local trainings, facing also some problems due to the COVID-19 situation.

The training materials are available on our website:
The BOOSTEE-CE project has created - among its outcomes - a web platform called OnePlace (https://oneplace.fbk.eu/) for the visualisation of energy-related information within 3D city models, visualizing the data of energy audit, CO2 emissions, photovoltaic potentials, financial instruments for energy efficiency, best practices, and much more.

Please have a detailed look at the WP activities and their results:

Let us introduce to you our work packages
Joint cooperation between project partners on development and preparation of pilot actions created excellent base for future work and joint cooperation on other future projects!

Here you can find the pilot action fact sheets, enjoy the reading:

**BOOSTEE-CE Pilot actions**

**WHAT WE LEARNED DURING THE THREE YEARS**

Our 13 partners shared their thoughts and lessons learned during the three years of cooperation in BOOSTEE-CE. Please read their interesting considerations:

What we learned during the three years

Happy to help.

Ask us via e-mail!

Project manager - Fabio Remondino - remondino@fbk.eu
Communication - Balázs Kiss - kiss.balazs@tolnamegye.hu